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I live in Bulga and have years of unpleasant experience listening to the dreadful noise from coal 
mines in the area. 
 
Global Acoustics are mixing two different methodologies here : 
 
NSW INP Modification factor for LFN and Broner’s “recommendations” for measuring LFN. 
 
The NSW INP does not place any limits on dbC measurements. 
It states quite clearly that in the presence of low frequency noise (and there is always LFN coming 
from coal mines at night, despite what is stated by Global Acoustics) both dbA and dbC shall be 
measured and if the difference is 15 or greater then a penalty of shall be added to the dbA as a 
modification factor for low frequency noise. 
 

http://majorprojects.planning.nsw.gov.au/index.pl?action=view_job&job_id=3773


Broner’s  “recommendations” are for a dbC only method of determining the impact of low frequency 
noise. No dbA modification factor. 
Broner’s recommendations make no mention of a rural environment. His numbers are limited to 
what he calls residential. 
Broner made no measurements in this “paper”, he reviewed selected previously published papers 
and then came up with his “opinion”, which in many cases is not in agreement with other notable 
authors on the subject. 
 
 
In my view, one cannot use the NSW INP and Broner criteria together. This is deceptive and seems 
designed to lessen the “impact” of low frequency noise…as I will explain below. 
 
In the summer of 2012, we commissioned an “independent” noise study for Bulga in the face of 
increasing noise levels from another mine. This study turned out not to be as independent as it 
should have been. It was undertaken by SKM who, as we later discovered, are Broner’s employer. 
 
Contrary to our wishes, the study included measurements using NSW INP Modification factor for 
Low frequency Noise as well as the Broner methodology. 
 
Interestingly, the results of the study showed that there were a small number of residences that 
were  with respect to Low frequency noise : 
 
SIGNIFICANTLY IMPACTED under NSW INP 
 
BUT 
 
NOT AT ALL IMPACTED under BRONER 
 
This, of course, is patently ridiculous. The impact is the impact…it is what we hear. 
The impact doesn’t change just because one measures it differently. 
 
That’s like saying I’m taller if I measure my height in centimetres rather than inches….my height is 
the same, it’s the ruler that’s changed. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
I cannot imagine how Global Acoustics can say that truthfully. When the coal mines are operating at 
night, the C-A difference is nearly always 15 or greater . That indicates low frequency noise is 



present. This was shown in the SKM study and is demonstrated by monitoring done by local DoPI 
officers. 
The mines, of course, steadfastly refuse to measure dbC because they know that if they did they 
would have to apply the 5db penalty to the dbA measurements and that would put them over their 
consent conditions nearly all the time. 
 
We have a directional noise monitor on our property and it often reads very close to our 35dbA limit 
laid down in the consent conditions. 
On those noisy nights the C-A difference as measured by a handheld monitor is always greater than 
15, with the dbC reading often greater than 60 dbC. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
This is patently untrue. 
 
What he really means by “LFN criteria” is the Broner recommendation.  
 
Broner’s recommendation is Broner’s opinion, not Government Policy. 
 
Government Policy is the NSW INP in which LFN criteria is the C-A difference. 
It is that criterion which should be applied in assessing LFN not Mr Broner’s opinion. 
 
 
The Broner paper is an opinion piece, a review of the literature. It is not a scientific study. Broner 
makes no measurements, he merely picks up threads of other authors publications and then 
constructs an opinion based on these threads. Many notable authors, including Hessler do not agree 
with Broner’s opinion  
 

“Hessler  …. Proposed C-weighted SPLs supplementary to A-weighted site critera which are 
listed in Table 1. These levels contained no factor of safety or margin of error and Hessler 
cautioned that these levels should be considered the maximium allowable…..Hessler later 
clarified that his criteria are all in terms of the C-weighted Leq” 

 
For extensive or 24/7 operation Hessler’s table shows 60dBC as the maximum allowable, but 
significantly he also says : These levels contained no factor of safety or margin of error. 
 
 



 
 

 
 
Again this is totally misleading. 
 



NSW INP makes no reference to absolute levels of dbC, only that if the C-A difference is 15 or 
greater,  then 5 must be added to the dbA level. 
 
In this table the C-A difference is 15 for each receptor, so under NSW INP, the policy currently in 
force, 5 must be added to the dbA, making the dbA levels 36 to 38dbA which is significantly 
different. 
 
To use the Broner criteria of dbC less than 60, cripples the NSW INP low frequency noise 
modification and leads to an unrealistic assessment of the actual impact of the noise level. 
  
 
The Dept of Planning and Infrastructure may prefer the “Broner method”, but that is not 
Government Policy as discussed earlier. 
 
 
In summary, this confusion of the NSW INP and the Broner opinion piece seems to have only one 
aim and that is to allow the noise impacts of mining to be relaxed. 
 
This is a dishonest way of presenting the noise impacts in the EIS, it is not current Government Policy 
and should be re-written in conformance with current Government Policy i.e. NSW INP and Broner’s 
opinion discarded. 


